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„Хиляда дузини“
„The One Thousand Dozen“

The 17th edition of the International Puppet 
Festival The Golden Dolphin took place in Varna this 
year . Vera Stoykova, Director of the Festival said on 
the opening: In 2017, the 17th edition of the Festival 
welcomes 17 performances and chance has nothing to 
do with it . Drama specialist Bogdana Kosturkova 
was the selectionist . 

Shall I start with the Bulgarian selection? Last 
two seasons’ usual suspects were present – Fear, 
Queen of Spades, Avenue Q, The Zamza Family, Juan 
Darien – tiger boy . And what we did not see could 
have been seen during the Xth edition of Pierrot – 
International Puppet Theatre Festival for Adults in 
Stara Zagora or the XXth edition of the Puppet 
Theatre Festival in Yambol . I just cannot omit the 
fact that Svila Velichkova’s scenography was part of 
almost every child’s performance in the festival, as 
well as in Boyan Ivanov’s Orpheus, State Puppet 
Theatre – Varna’s premiere . Nothing quite excep-
tional so far but let not forget that we talk about an 
international festival and the selection of foreign 
performances should point a trend or at least a curi-
ous case regarding puppet art in other countries . 

Let’s move chronologically trough the seven fes-
tival days (only if we agree to call festival day the last 
one during which took place Object theatre, one-
hour workshop under Boyan Ivanov’s direction in 
front of almost nobody) . We will only stop at the 
foreign performances .

During the second festival day I attended two 
performances – Žilina Theatre’s (Slovenia) Curious 
Elephant and Pavel Vangeli’s (Czech Republic) 
Dancing Marionettes . First performance outlined 
mainly by puppets’ brilliant manufacture . There is 
two kinds of stealing in theatre – stealing for stealing 
or do it sophisticatedly . I may not have been for The 
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Lion King’s premiere in Broadway in 1977, but it 
does not mean that similarities with the Slovenian 
performance are not more than one . Nevertheless 
puppets’ well-done manufacture puts this fact aside . 
Some of the animal characters’ costumes remind 
visually of crinoline (Elephant, Ostrich), whereas 
others just cannot bring to mind Handspring Puppet 
Company’s work (Tiger, Monkeys) . Precise and de-
tailed work on animals’ faces impresses . Based on 
Rudyard Kipling’s story, the plot successfully avoids 
initial’s aggression . Without any superfluous didac-
tics, the performance is fascinating for kids and vi-
sually striking for adults .

When I hear talking about marionettes, I think 
Czech Republic without delay . Huge not big were my 
expectations concerning Dancing Marionettes . Every 
single component is Pavel Vangeli’s . Unfortunately 
this not always guarantees success – certainly not in 
that case . That was the first time I saw an artist treat-
ing disrespectfully and without interest his own 
work tool . Puppets were thrown at the end of the 
performance . Probably reaching a wilder public by 

choosing English for primary language was the only 
positive thing about it . Music etude principle is the 
main support . My main problem is the fact it started 
religiously, continued with racialist notes and it all 
ended in the cemetery . I say problem not because a 
clear common thread misses, but rather because of 
the lack of aesthetics which engendered the few 
characters’ retorts, the illogical change of set and the 
lyrics in most of the songs .

On the third day, Teatro Los Claveles’ (Spain) 
Seven Goatlings gathered together a lot of kids in 
the Art Gallery . It was quite an unusual sight during 
this festival’s edition . Actually kids had fun, but is it 
enough to define a performance as successful?! Even 
the youngest public should not be underestimates . 
Francisca Muñoz presented everyone of the charac-
ters almost without words, but when she had to use 
some, they were in Bulgarian (mommy, wolf, yes, 
no…) . Undoubtedly it helped kids to understand 
better, but the story itself and the lesson got lost 
somewhere in children’s yelling . Puppets were small 
wooden goats on a wooden posture; mother goat’s 
face was simple flat mask, whereas wolf was made of 
a green glove . I hope this is not the trend in Spanish 
puppet theatre . 

Even if first performances were not very hopeful, 
next ones drew my attention . Forth festival day was 
emotionally powerful – besides Orpheus’ premiere 
and Nikolina Georgieva’s 86th birthday honouring, 
there was a surprise in the international selection . 
Don’t Panic puppet theatre from Tripoli (Greece) 
presented She shoulda said No!, a very interesting 
form of puppet theatre for adults . The story is a 
criminal one – a woman gets in a car, befriended by 
her boyfriend, but they fall among in a hotel where 
he is killed and she – raped by a man, pretending to 
be her lover . Of course there is a coming back from 
the dead, Little Red Riding Hood intervenes in the 
adventure and the dead guy revives… But this is not 
the essential – the truly important thing is that with-
out any words the story reaches the public and what 
type of puppets could be seen . Film noir aesthetics is 
used and Little Red Riding Hood plot reworked . 
Retorts appear on a fabric, which drops when the 
story needs to be explicated . Font reminds us the 
one used in silent movies . It is no coincidence that 
the whole performance is black and white . Puppets 
and decor are two-dimensional very detailed draw-
ings on pasteboard . Visual resemblance to comics is 
seizing . Actresses are behind the screen all the time 
and we only see them as the invisible hand, which 
moves the puppets . Some of the scenes were framed 
by a light effect, such as in the movies, whereas the 
romantic ones were presented by a succession of dif-
ferent boards describing what happens between the 
characters . Although the so-called puppets (two-di-
mensional pasteboard clippings) could be manipu-
lated only trough a wire fixed on them, space inhab-
ited by the character was never violated . That accu-
racy is precisely the reason why spectator does not 
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have the feeling to be underestimated . I would say 
that I have never seen such successful cinema sus-
pense in puppet theatre . 

The Old Man and the Dog is the next perfor-
mance – collaboration between Vera Stoykova and 
Shu Ming Theatre (Taiwan) . The monodrama em-
phasizes disparity between today world – full of in-
formation, high buildings and loneliness – and past 
memories of a cosy and friendly place . We should of 
course appreciate actor’s kindness and minimalist 
scenography – a couple of boxes and a lamp . Puppets 
are not higher that 50 cm . and even they look like 
made of paper . What makes this story so special is 
the sad end . But Shu Ming offers to kids to invent a 
new one together . Involving the public is precisely 
the key to understand its messages – lonely, small 
men in the middle of high buildings and busy people 
– and mostly kids’ awareness they can change that 
situation .  

Marketing should not be underestimated when it 
comes to theatre teaches us Sofia Puppet Theatre’s 
Avenue Q . This kind of production can offer brand-
ing, games, dealer aids are many more . I was very 
impressed even before entering Little Theatre Dusko 
Radovic’s (Serbia) Mario&Nette Circus . By the en-
trance, every spectator gets a brochure with theatre 
and performance’s information . I believe that inter-
national festivals are precisely the place a theatre 
should declare itself as important part of a platform 
or tribune . After Czech performance’s debacle this 
one filled me with hope about marionettes . The 
story is about Mario – a young clown and Nette – 
ballet-dancer . Spectators assist to circus scenes and 
even go backstage . Actors come with a marionette 
on stage and enable spectators to follow it – not only 
their expressions . Spectators could see puppet and 
actor as an entity . Every puppet stands for a charac-
ter – the ballet-dancer is clothed in a sheer dress and 
has a beautiful face, the clown looks stupidly, has 
curly hair and red nose, director’s face is rough and 
wears a dress-coat and a bowler hat . Even though 
performance was in Serbian without subtitles, spec-
tators get easily the plot and characters’ relationship . 
To me, that was one of the most successful perfor-
mances in the program – not only theatrical speak-
ing, but also as manager approach . 

Just a couple of hours before festival’s end, comes 
my personal favourite among the foreign perfor-

mances – Plata Company’s The One Thousand 
Dozen from Prague (Czech Republic) . Jack London’s 
short story has been used for the plot, although the 
story relies mostly to other means of expression that 
speech . At the beginning, three actors and a guitarist 
who created music during the whole performance 
are standing in the middle of a half empty stage . 
Plot: in order to sell 1000 dozen eggs in San 
Francisco (where the price climbed incredibly), pro-
tagonist crosses a multitude of obstacles only to find 
out eventually that eggs got spoilt . Puppets are made 
of wood . Not taller that 30 cm ., they are wood pieces 
with legs and hands, while the main character has 
magnets on his back in order to attach eggs’ boxes . 
Scenography impresses a lot: a multitude of eggs’ 
boxes serve in different scenes different roles – road, 
mountain, snow, smoke from a boat . Visual solution 
is so adequate and fascinating precisely because the 
story is about getting rich by selling eggs . Actors’ 
sense of humour and energy transform this perfor-
mance with very few retorts (nevertheless with sub-
titles!) into a fair and well-considered representation 
of avidity, modern society’s very human problem . It 
is therefore hardly surprising that jury recompensed 
the entire crew for best male actor . 

I already mentioned marketing and management 
as important parts of a festival . I would like to make 
a remark as somebody who comes for the first time 
to the Golden Dolphin Festival . I was puzzled not 
only because such a confirmed festival could do 
without half of the foreign performances but mainly 
because often the theatre remained half empty . I 
truly believe one of the festival’s purpose is to bring 
together people with similar interests – no matter if 
it is public in general or professionalists . But when 
advertising in the urban environment or media does 
not happen, then communication is difficult . I am 
happy to have been part of the festival, but hope to 
see more engaged public and funding organisations 
for the next edition .

Translation by Guergana Ivanova


